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About This Game

When the king is not at home, the bad things can be done...

The peaceful tiny kingdom is now under attack from their old enemies, beings from the dark world... The princess Kitty and all
people of the kingdom are now in danger!

Don't wait! Take one of four brave knights, face hundreds of evil creatures and protect the princess at all costs!
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Jet Set Knights is an old-school arcade action platformer inspired by classics from the golden age such as Mario Bros, Snow
Bros or newest Super Crate Box. If You love retro 2D platformers mixed with tower defense and RPG elements, Jet Set Knight

is for You!

Simple controls and pure arcade action

Choose from 4 Knights, each with their own unique abilities

Single player and Local multiplayer for 2-4 players

2 Players Survival mode. Defeat monsters together with your friend!

Three local multiplayer modes include Last Man Standing, Domination or famous EGG Tournament

Secret Characters

Retro-styled handcrafted pixel graphics created with love

Over 14 unlockable weapons, spells and special artifacts

12 Unique Enemies - Including Ghosts, Slimes, Skeletons, Devils or Giant Snowballs!

Plenty of hidden secrets, surprises and deadlies traps

Level Up your heroes and collect many power-ups

Fight with powerful Bosses!

12 in-game Achievements

Funny mini-games

Full Xbox 360 controller support

Steam Achievements and Trading Cards

Future content updates

Awesome retro-style game manual

Excellent Soundtrack

And of course, there's a princess to save! =)

Note: The multiplay modes for 2-4 players are local only, not online.
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Title: Jet Set Knights
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
FobTi interactive
Publisher:
FobTi interactive
Release Date: 1 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or Equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Hello,

A dark revisiting of the rise of Uther Pendragon, in a comic-like visual graphics. Fights are tactical and brutal, and the
characters are rather well balanced. I found this game to be pleasant in both mechanics and designs. Character progression is
easy to grasp and empower the characters significantly, without breaking the balance of combat.
One flaw though, it is short : under fifteen hours, start to finish, and not much in way of replayability. Given the overall quality
of the game, I really hope for it to be a launch for bigger games made with the same care.

Good work, and hopefully good continuation, to the devs, and enjoy to the players !. Really fun and gets super hard. Great game
to hop in to for a few minutes every now and then.. Find some trippy music, Turn it on. Wave hands in air. Enjoy! Press buttons
to make explosions! There is something downright awesome about this game and I enjoy it!. This game has me on the edge of
my seat when im playing it i feel just like a terrorist on the front lines its graphics are astounding for the games price and the
gameplay is even better. Good game to play with friends too, team up with other masked shooters.. Not worth the bits it's made
out of. Has the "bullet hell" aesthetic, done amateurishly so that it's nearly impossible to actually play the game through all the
visual noise, making it extremely unsatisfying.. Been having a good time with this, and I'm looking forward to playing it more.

It has a good 80s-style slasher vibe and is genuinely tense. The bear is creepy and has actually made me freak out once or twice
instead of running away like I should be. The setup is tongue-in-cheek to a degree, but you can tell that the developers love what
they do.

The pixelated gore is very good, and the soundtrack is excellent.

Note - they say they have an update coming. It's a good sign when a company will keep with a game like this.
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I got this game thinking it would be a boring game like most clickers (EXcept Clicker Heroes) started playing and actually
thought it was fun! I Really like this game and I give it a 9/8. game might have some potential for the future , atm its very basic
but looks nice , but seen and played worse games in early access that costed more .
Going to keep a eye on this game its progress and hope it will develops futher.. I have a love hate relationship with this game, I
love the artwork and content (even though some say it needs more and it does, it is slowly dying) I can 100% say there is no
other game like this game and that is what makes it so special.

Pros:
Missions give you access to gear and items needed to play the game, they start from the beginning armor to end game gear
(nothing thats 100% wanted but it gives you access to play end game content).

There is an arcade side of the game, which was the original concept. 4 gates consisting of 29 floors, but only 24 floors that have
monsters. The arcade gates change every 7 days and its random, so every arcade run you do will be different from the last.

If you wanna merchant, there is plenty of promos you can sink your money into.

Cons:
There is a ton of promos, one every 2 weeks. They throw promos out like they are candy and are not working toward new
content and game updates.

If you have to submitted a support ticket then you should expect 2-48 hours of waiting for a reply. This is how they get money
out of you, they force you into paying for in-game items with real money cause you cant contact support when you have issues
of not getting back into a party.

The Develops and Gm's are not dedicated to running this game, and their minds are only after $$$$, but you are thinking what
gaming company is not only after $$$$? All of them are, for the most part, but this one is one of the worst ones because as I
stated they refuse to help you if you need help. I've heard "sorry we couldnt help you out in time, maybe next time" after they
expected the rest of my party to wait 2-3 hours for me to get back into the party.

You need to see this game as it truely is, It is only about pretty costumes and accessories and thats it. This game is mainly used
to see who looks the best and as a chat room. Just think of this game as a chat room version of Tinder with mini games to play
like PvP and missions etc.

So end point is no i wouldn't recommend this game.. Beautiful graphics
• Wonderful atmosphere of cyberpunk
• Great soundtrack
Oh, I love this game :>. Looks like it could be a fun little game. The problem is, whenever you make a shot you are flung out
with the cannon ball. This is very unsettling. I could only play for a very short while before becoming dizzy. I strongly suggest
making that feature optional. Maybe have a little screeen in the launch area that you can view to shot from or have a playback..
not bad, but I didn't like it very much. "League of Mermaids" is a casual 3-match game with moving, colourful marbles\/balls.
So you just don't switch stones but drop them on others so at least three of the same kind would touch each other. When every
one of them is gone, the level's finished. The levels can turn challenging wether it's by obstacles between you and your marbles
(platforms, etc.) or it's by level features that make you think more about physics and movements in order to win the level (like
gear wheels or mill wheels).
Also there's some story going on about mermaids and treasures but it's not very interesting and also not important to follow. Just
do the levels and be hooked. That's also a hint for you if you fear the mermaids would be just too much of a girly game: The
mermaids are just part of the cutscenes.

The game itself I enjoy. It's very addicting and entertaining. It's also relaxing. So all in all I call it a good casual game\/time
waster and a bit more fun and challenging than an ordinary 3-match game.
The gameplay is very easy, you just click to drop marbles. Not much more to say about that.
The graphics are fine and clear, not too bright and colourful and fit to the underwater world.
The sound is subtle and okay, the music's not horrible but also not exactly exciting so soon after starting with the game I also
started playing my own music as background music.
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When it comes to Steam features, it has achievements but no trading cards or something else.

So if you look for a relaxing, nice casual game (wether if you like mermaids or not) for a couple of bucks, this might be a good
one for you.. Does not work with my controller. Effectively unplayable with keyboard and mouse.. Funny and short kind of
game. Would be even more fun - to have a tattoo machine for art projects.
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